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Blue Ridge HealthCare (BRHC) is a not-for-profit communitybased healthcare system committed to “Enhancing Life by
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therapy, memory care and various ancillary services.

In late 2005, Blue Ridge HealthCare contacted its then LTC
software vendor to explore how to better utilize their billing
software and develop a plan to eventually implement a fully
electronic resident medical record. When informed by their
previous vendor that BRHC would be required to purchase
an upgraded version of their solution, management decided
to explore other options. Soon afterwards, Blue Ridge
selected and began implementing CareVoyant's long term
care solution and “went live” with the software at its three
LTC facilities in January 2006.
Some key reasons for Blue Ridge HealthCare's selection of
CareVoyant included the software's flexible architecture
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In October 2010 BRHC implemented CareVoyant's allnew MDS 3.0 module and clinicians immediately
appreciated the user-friendly interface and workflow
features in this key module. “The MDS navigation is
very good,” said Pam Long, I.S. Coordinator for Long
Term Care at Blue Ridge HealthCare. “Users can
quickly drill into the RAI manual from any MDS element,
transition between sections, spot errors and see the
status of any given assessment or care area.”
In mid-2011, BRHC began moving towards a fully
electronic resident record by transitioning to
CareVoyant's new clinical module and taking advantage
of its user friendly touch screen features. Working with
her clinical team, Pam started out with a number of
standard CareVoyant forms and assessments such as
the Braden Scale and Fall Risk Assessment. She also
used the system's Assessment Builder Tool to develop
other custom forms, including about 25 assessments for
skilled nursing, dietary, activities, therapy, CNAs and
social services. A number of the standard and custom
assessments feature integrated MDS elements that
auto-populate various sections of the MDS and
otherwise streamline clinical oversight.

vitals, clinical notes, MDS or intake related screens (to
review RUGSs or census information) without closing
the clinical module.
CareVoyant clinical screens have also streamlined the
process CNAs follow to chart ADLs and other
supporting documentation at Blue Ridge HealthCare.
CNAs simply tap on a series of icons to chart and, after
the MDS coordinator reviews the data and opts to
transfer it, ADLs flow to the MDS and then to billing.
“Point of care charting has eliminated manual
transcription of clinical data from forms and improved
the overall quality of our documentation,” according to
Pam.
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Another important enhancement to CareVoyant's
clinical module is its user friendly touch screen interface
that facilitates more timely and accurate charting at the
point of care. And, because CareVoyant is a fully
integrated system with all data residing in a single
database, it eliminates redundant data entry. When
information is entered once, it automatically flows
throughout the system. Clinicians can also quickly
access various components of a resident's record from
within the clinical chart. For example, while reviewing
documentation, nurses can quickly access past
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